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The opposite corner of the rhombic, as shown in Detail X of Figure 2, shows
that the loop is broken at the chocolate block, and is ‘terminated’ by two
600 � resistors in parallel. This makes the aerial a broad-band travelling-
wave device, and gives it its directivity and gain. There is a rule of thumb,
which includes a safety factor, which says that the terminating resistor must
be able to absorb one-half of the maximum transmitter output power. So, if
you use two 2 W 600 � carbon resistors (not wire-wound resistors) in
parallel, you can use a transmitter with an output of 8 W, which is more
than adequate for 70 cm hand-helds.

Using the rhombic
Fit the aerial to a pole or mast in the horizontal plane, if you intend to use
CW or SSB, but in the vertical plane if you want to concentrate on FM
work. In the latter case, a wood or fibreglass pole is mandatory. Tune to a
local repeater, whose signal strength you know. Rotate the aerial to face the
repeater, and you should see that the signal strength is greatly improved!
Verify the directional properties of the aerial by rotating it and observing the
changes in signal strength on your S-meter.

77 Water level alarm

Introduction
This is a simple device which, when you have built it, you begin to wonder
how you ever managed without it! It will sound a buzzer when the level of
water reaches a particular point, which you can set and vary at will.

Detecting water
Water is not too difficult to detect electrically, because it is a conductor of
electricity. Not a good one, but sufficiently so to carry enough current to
control a warning circuit.

The circuit is shown in Figure 1. If you imagine a resistor placed between the
ends marked ‘water detector’, the circuit is then recognisable as a transistor
used as an electronic switch. Whether the switch is off or on depends on the
value of this resistor. If the resistance is low, the transistor switches on and
the buzzer sounds. If the resistance is high, the transistor switches off and
the buzzer stops.
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Construction
The unit is made in two separate sections – the detector board (Figure 2)
and the main board (Figure 3). The main board is plain perforated board
(without copper strips). The components are pushed through holes in the
main board and connected together on the underside. The battery is held on
with sticky tape. No on/off switch is used, as the circuit consumes virtually
no current when it is not sounding the buzzer.

Unlike some buzzers, this type is polarised, and the red lead must go to the
supply as shown in Figs 1 and 3.

The detector board is a piece of standard matrix board – the type with
copper strips along one side. It measures 9 strips by 15 holes, and is wired
in such a way that alternate strips are connected together, as Figure 2 shows.
This gives a greater surface area for the water to touch, thus increasing the
sensitivity of detection.

Figure 1 Circuit diagram of
the water level detector

Figure 2 Layout of the main
board
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The two boards are connected by ordinary twisted pair, enabling the
detector to hang over the edge of the water container, with the buzzer circuit
safely out of the way. When positioning the detector board, the left-hand
edge (as shown in Figure 2) should face downwards, with the connecting-
wire edge facing upwards. When the water level rises, the water causes
current to flow between adjacent strips, and the higher the water, the lower
the resistance between them. Eventually, the resistance will be low enough
to turn on the transistor and sound the alarm.

Parts list

Resistor
R1 10 000 � (10 k�), 0.25 W

Semiconductor
TR1 BFY51

Additional items
WD1 6 V miniature buzzer (polarised)

Battery PP3
Battery connector
Strip board 9 strips by 15 holes
Perforated board 3.5 × 10 cm

Figure 3 Water detector
constructed from stripboard




